QUICK COURSE GUIDE
WHERE WILL LIGHTBOX TAKE YOU IN 2024?
WWW.LIGHTBOXRADIOLOGY.COM
GOLD COAST
Hilton, Surfers Paradise
13–14 April
CT Acute Medical + Surgical Interpretation (1 day)
Critical Care Imaging Interpretation (1 day)
Ultrasound Critical Care Workshop (2 days)

SYDNEY
Mercure Sydney Hotel
27–28 July
CT Acute Medical + Surgical Interpretation Essentials (1 day)
MRI Interpretation Essentials (1 day)
Ultrasound Critical Care Workshop (2 days)
NOOSA
Noosa Radiology

19 May
Ultrasound Obstetrics + Gynaecology Workshop

30 June
Ultrasound Upper + Lower Limb Workshop (MSK)

NOOSA
Peppers Villas & Resort, Noosa Heads

26–27 October
CT Acute Medical + Surgical Interpretation Essentials (1 day)
MRI Interpretation Essentials (1 day)
Ultrasound Critical Care Workshop (2 days)
AUCKLAND, NZ
Pullman Hotel, Auckland
9–10 March
CT Acute Medical + Surgical Interpretation Essentials (1 day)
MRI Interpretation Essentials (1 day)

QUEENSTOWN, NZ
Rydges, Lakeland Resort
19–22 August
X-RAY Chest + Emergency Interpretation Essentials
X-RAY Acute Interpretation in Physiotherapy Essentials
FIJI
Fiji Hilton Resort + Spa
8–11 July
CT Acute Medical + Surgical Interpretation Essentials

BALI
Courtyard Marriott, Seminyak
23–26 September
Critical Care Imaging Interpretation
NISEKO, JAPAN
Hilton Niseko Village Resort
22–25 January
CT Acute Medical + Surgical Interpretation Essentials